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This account of Mr. Jovan Jovanovitch appears to b&
the closest approximation to the truth hitherto made from
the Serbian side. It is in some respects confirmed, and
in others contradicted, in a valuable statement by Mr. Paul
Flandrak, who was Chief of the Press Section in Bilinski's
Finance Ministry in 1914, and since the war the director
of the Vienna Depositenbank. This evidently responsible
and trustworthy man wrote recently:
"In May, 1914, when the first announcements about the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand's trip to Dalmatia and Bosnia
began to spread among the public, Jovanovitch appeared
for the last time at the office of the Joint Finance Minister.
Upon his arrival he began to speak at once about the pro-
posed manoeuvres and expressed the fear that the Serbian
Government might regard them as a provocation. Further-
more he would like to bring to the serious consideration of
the Joint Finance Minister whether the patriotic demon-
strations inevitable at the appearance of the future ruler oi
the Monarchy would be likely to arouse bad feeling on both
sides of the [Austro-Serbian] frontier. He begged Bilinski
not to regard his remarks as an official communication. He
was moved only by the desire to prevent everything which
might possibly, even though only temporarily, disturb the
negotiations which had begun for the improvement of the
mutual relations [of Austria and Serbia].
Bilinski did not pay these declarations any sort of special
attention, and I believe that he did not inform Count Berch-
told of them at all, though otherwise he used to report on
all his conversations with the Serbian Minister. . . . Though
at the time of this conversation he did not yet know that
out of the Archduke's military tour of inspection was to
grow a political tour, yet he was convinced that the moment
was at least premature for Franz Ferdinand's trip to the
southern provinces; and he also frankly expressed to the
Emperor his misgivings.
From this conversation of the Serbian Minister Jovano-
vitch, which Bilinski told me directly afterwards quite

